O6250  OPEN SEASON (SPAIN?, 1974)
(Other titles: Cazadores; Recon game; Tiempo de caza)

Credits: director, Peter Collinson ; writer/novel (The all Americans), David Osborn.
Cast: Peter Fonda, Cornelia Sharpe, John Phillip Law, Richard Lynch.
Summary: Adventure film set in the contemporary U.S. Three middle class husbands and fathers (Fonda, Law and Lynch) leave a family gathering to join in a seemingly routine male ritual of hunting, boozing and bonding. But their annual hunting holiday is anything but normal, for they kidnap an innocent couple (Sharpe and Mendoza) whom they intend to stalk and kill. Ken (Fonda) who leads the group is a Vietnam vet whose experience there is implied in discussions of liberating villages and lining up to rape women prisoners.
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